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Atatract

This p^per investigate noise reduction performance and performs convergence analysis of a Variable Error Data Normalized Step-Size 

Least M喚i Square(VEDNSS LMS) algorithm. Adopting VEDNSS LMS results in higher system complexity, but noise is reduced 

providing fet convergence speed. Mathematical analysis demonstrates that 即 coefficient misadjustnwt converges. This is confimrf 

by con^uter simulathm with the proposed algorithm.
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I. Introduction

The L숸ast Mean Square (LMS) algori나im is widely 

used as an adaptive filtering algorithm, since it is 

robust and straightforward. When the input signal 

correlation is large, convergence rate is low and the 

mean square error (MSE) is large. That is, the closer 

the white signal is to the input signal, the higher the 

speed of convergence. Way algorithms were proposed 

to guarantee fast convergence and stability. Examples 

include robust variable step-size (RVSS) LMS al

gorithm and error data normalized step-size (EDNSS) 

LMS algorithm[l],[2].

Step-size 卩 in the LMS algorithm controls con- 

vergenc슨 speed of the filter coefficient and determines 

excess mse in the convergence state.

Since the convergence rate is in proportional to 

step-size 卩, a 1由茗원 卩 is often s 아언 cted to ensure 

fast convergence. However, when a large 卩 is selected, 

MSE is also large. The basic concept of the above
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two algorithm도 is that how each tap coefficient is 

separated from the optimal coefficient. If the difference 

between the optimal coefficient and each tap coe

fficient is large, a large 卩 is selected, conversely a 

small A is selected.

In reference [1],[2] it can be seen that RVSS LMS 

and EDNSS LMS algorithm outperform the LMS 

algorithm in convergence speed and mse. In reference 

[3], [4] it has been reported that adopting variable 

step-size decreases the convergence rate and mis

adjustment error. Using this concept and once more 

adjusting step-size differentiating objective function 

with respect to step—size, we modified EDNSS LMS 

as VEDNSS LMS. This paper anaiy^s the convergence 

to the optimal filter coefficient and derives the ex

pression for the excels filter coefficient error. The 

results derived from the analysis are verified 

numerically through computer simulation.

II. EDNSS LMS Algorithm

The fractional quantity in (1) may be viewed a오 

a time-varying step-size. Clearly, it is controlled 
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by normalization of both the error and the input data 

vectors.

Wi+t = W. +------ r---------
애하(세 +(1-께X』 (1)

(2)
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where subscript k is the iteration number, w is the 

vector of adaptive filter weights, d is the desired 

signal, x is the adaptive filter input vector, # is a 

positive scalar called the step-size and superscript 

T denotes vector/matrix transpose. is a positive 

constant between one and zero, 아 is the output 

error and (3) is the s아나ared norm of the error vector 

estimated over its last L values.

Ill, Proposed VEDNSS LMS Algorithm

We now consider a performance function [5] such 

as (4). It consists of the squared-error and the 

additional exponential term to reflect the property 

that as the error is smaller the step-size decreases, 

conversely the step-size increases.

In the VEDNSS LMS algorithm, the filter coefficient 

(w互)is determined according to (5) and step-size 

(糸覺)is controlled by (7), (8) and (9). It can be seen 

that the step-size is controlled by 나! 앤 squared- 

norm of both the error and the input data vectors in 

the denominator and by the element in the numerator 

that is attained by differentiating (4) for step-size.
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where the parameter p is a small positive constant 

that controls the adaptive behaviour of the step-size 

A and r is a damping parameter that determines 

algorithm sensitivity.

IV. Convergence Analysis of VEDN務 LMS

First, w영 can derive the following equation from (5).

where

=Wj-W°, A = 에如(세 2+(13애에2,

w° : optimal coefficient

In order for (10) to converge, it must be smaller 

than zero. So (11) can be derived.

2{에 ej에、(「에에 2}

偿 FI Qi)

Second, the expectation of the filter coefficient 

언口pr (E[쥬化 D must converge toward zero.

研후即 = 研礼 号 RN (12)

where =£[xa.xJ] = MAM-1 and positive definite.

(M : nx)dal matrix of R”，A ： eigenvalue matrix of Rk)

Here, 거ccording to Schwarz-in©아ualty (13) can be 

attained.

卜[1씃 A]M 牛 网||m 牛与 a| (13)

II 쎄 AT 게 :conditional number (k(M)) (14)
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&板瑁(13) for one norm case, (15) can be derived.

(15) 

of (8), so the step-size is nearly constant. H흐此 

maximum step size is s폰t to 0.26 mid minimum is set 

to 0.001.

Where 九蜘 is the minimum value of A and &咬 is 

the maximum value of a .

Finally, in order to converge step-size (Aa； ) must 

be in the common range of (11),(15).

V. Simulation

The simulation results presented in this section 

will show th좐 potential performance of the VEDNSS 

□4S. Simulation results are presented for th은 noisy 

sinusoid represented as (16). Here n(t) is Gaussian 

nds요 with variance 0.3, signal fr■은qu든ncy is 50 Hz, 

smx^plmg frequency is 10 kHz, 거nd filter length is 50.

x(r) 느 戒1(2#) + n(t) (16)

Ffere 1(a) is a noisy signal. Figure l(b),(c),(d) are 

the results where noise 治 removed using RVSS LMS, 

H)NSS LNB, and VEDNSS LMS, respectively. It can 

te seen that if a noisy signal is reconstruct얀d using 

& 功EBSISS LMS algorithm, noi 당e is reduced conpared 

to the case where any other method is used.

F^ure 2(a) is the FFT result of a sign기 where the 

Gaussian noise with variance 0.3 is added and Figure 

2 (b),(c),(d) is the FFT result for the case where 

tte noise is removed through the RVSS LMS, EDNSS 

L&B, and VEDNSS LMS adaptive filter, respectively. 

We can see that other frequency components except 

tte 50田 frequency are markedly reduced through 

the VEDNSS LMS adaptiv욘 filtering.

Figure 3 is the variation of the step-size usin효 the 

VEDNSS LMS al용oi主hm. It can be se은n that the 

欧increases considerably in the initial iteration 

寸砒e since the error is large. However, as the iteration 

mmiser increases the error and the input vector inner 

product are much small compared to th따 denominator

(6 ECMMSS LMS
Fig. 1. Noise fllterlno results i^lng thr贓 Captive algorithms.
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Fig. 3. Step-size variation for VEDNSS filter.
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In Table 1, it can be seen th거t mse of the VEDNSS 

LA焰 after 3500 samples (required to count mse in 

a steady state) is smaller than that of the existing 

algorithms.

Figure 4 shows the mse variation when the noise 

variance is changed (0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3). 

It cmi be seen that mse of VEDNSS LMS is small은r 

than that of other methods.

Figure 5 is 산比 mse result of RVSS LMS, EDNSS 

LMS, VEDNSS LMS according to various frojuency 

components (0.1 ^0.5 KHz) with interval 0.05 KHz. 

It can be seen that mse of VEDNSS LMS is smaller 

than that of other methods.

Figure 6 shows the MSE behaviours of three al- 

gorittffm. As seen from Figure 6, the proposed VEDNSS 

LMS algorithm provides similar convergence speed 

with RVSS LMS algorithm, and faster convergence 

rate than EDNSS LMS algorithm. Therfore, we can 

ccsiclude that the propos윤d VEDNSS LMS ha앙 con

vergence speed as fast as two existing algorithms 

and small안r mse than that of two methods.

VL Conclusion

This p^)er examines a variable error data normali^d 

step-size LMS adaptive filtering algorithm. The al™ 

gcrithm overcomes the disadvantages of a fixed step 

—ste 卩 in the existing algorithms. Simulation results 

앤bow a idcti sqio*e error improvement under a Gaussian 

ncrise environment even after reaching a steady state 

attuning the convergence rate as fast as the existing 

two adaptive filtering algorithms.

Future work will concentrate on improving the 

convergence rate. Experiments will be conducted under 

a iwn-stationary noise environment.
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Fig. 6. W이ght error of three adaptive algorithms.
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